CALL FOR CONTENT SUBMITTAL GUIDELINES

There will be (3) 50-minute breakout sessions that will immediately follow the keynote speaker. These sessions are open to all event attendees. Each presentation will be offered twice with an anticipated attendee count of 100-120 at each session.

The intent of the break-out sessions is to present current and/or foreseeable future CRE issues and how they are being addressed with REIMAGINING Commercial Real Estate. To maintain the integrity of our educational program, presenters are advised to avoid using the session as a platform for the promotion of the products and services. Presentations that highlight actual projects and client experience where successes and lessons learned are shared are most popular.

Please provide the following information when submitting your proposal.

1. PRESENTERS/CO-PRESENTERS: Name/s, Title/s, Company/Organization/s
2. PRESENTATION TITLE
3. PRESENTATION DESCRIPTION
   a. Short narrative or outline of content.
   b. Highlight how your presentation will align with the Mega Event Theme, REIMAGINING Commercial Real Estate
   c. Examples of case studies/real life examples.
4. PRESENTATION FORMAT: Brief description of presentation format. A presentation could include several of the examples below
   - Single speaker
   - Panel discussion
   - Power point
   - Q & A
   - Case Study Presentation
   - Audience Participation
5. KEY TAKE AWAYS: List a few aspects that capture the value of the presentation.
6. SUBMITTED BY/Contact: Name, Email, Phone

The Carolina’s Chapter of CoreNet Mega Event is being planned as an in-person event. The COVID situation may limit travel for speakers or potential panelists. Please indicate if you expect a need to set up a “blended presentation” of virtual presenters and an in-person presentation. In case of “Plan B” (to hold the entire event virtually) indicate if your presentation/presenters could align with this format.

Email your submission to carolinas@corenetglobal.org by June 1, 2020.